Praise for ‘One Sixth of a Gill’
Unputdownable
‘It is like having a conversation with a group of friends over dinner,
where the topics wander and morph quite organically as occasions and
images are recalled by the guests. The result is an eclectic mix which is
quite unputdownable.
More than anything, I liked the way it was put together in a way which
allowed for grazing or an all-out feast. I expect folk will keep returning
to the table for a while after the final course.’
B.A. Morton, author of prize-winning crime novel ‘Mrs Jones’
A rare treat.
‘I dipped into your One Sixth of a Gill at the breakfast table,
during siesta and sometimes before night-time sleep, which is how I
think many readers will ‘use’ your book. And I do think it is a book to be
‘used’ – for its thought-provoking content, for some of its images that
require scrutiny and interpretation. Some days I opted for a more
superficial reading because daily life had its own measure of minor
stresses and I needed no extra. On those days I loved the photographs,
the dog tales, the knowing sub-text about marriage and parenthood.’
J.G. Harlond, author of ‘The Empress Emerald’
A superb collection – so much variation in style and all equally
brilliant. Thank you.
‘What leapt out at me was the strong sense of colour in all your
writing, especially the poems and stories. I wonder if that is because you
are a photographer; you are very aware of it, pick up the nuances and you
use this to brilliant effect in shading the writing with feeling. Your
collection reminded me of a box of scarves we had in ballet class when I
was young, all different shades and hues. I loved hunting through them
and I guess that’s what I’m trying to say about your collection. There is
something for whatever mood you find yourself in.’
Karen Maitland, author of ‘The Vanishing Witch’

For Lesley of Dieulefit

About the Author
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I’m a Welsh writer and photographer living in the south of France
with a big white dog, a scruffy black dog, a Nikon D700 and a man. I
taught English in Wales for many years and my claim to fame is that I
was the first woman to be a secondary headteacher in Carmarthenshire.
I’m mother or stepmother to five children so life has been pretty hectic.
I’ve published all kinds of books, both with conventional publishers
and self-published. You’ll find everything under my name from prizewinning poetry and novels, military history, translated books on dog
training, to a cookery book on goat cheese.
My work with top dog-trainer Michel Hasbrouck has taken me deep
into the world of dogs with problems, and inspired one of my novels.
With Scottish parents, an English birthplace and French residence, I can
usually support the winning team on most sporting occasions.
This book gives a taste of the whole range of my writing and includes
much that is autobiographical and even more than usual that is from the
heart. You will know what I mean as you dip into this collection. I hope
you enjoy it.
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Clearing Out

I

f Eric had not built the walk-in wardrobe, the rail would not have
been high enough. It was sure to be strong enough though, as his DIY
skills could be trusted completely. And of course the stool was neatly
in place to enable her to reach the rail. Angela inspected each item of
clothing in turn, starting with the crammed corner she never visited. Eric
had asked her to clear out. She ran her fingers along the fabric of her life.
A maternity dress, smocked and floral, that she’d kept, just in case. No
chance of that now. Her graduation gown, still starched and smelling
impossibly of pipe smoke and her tutor’s study, a whiff of academic
ambitions. Her wedding dress, a froth of lace.
She gave each item due consideration, made her judgement and moved
on. She had always found it difficult to choose what to wear. She knew
what she didn’t want. Not black, not denim, not sexy. Well into the
everyday section, she found what she was looking for. If she shut her
eyes, she could still find it by following the faint trace of creosote from
the time she painted the garden fence. There were even brown splashes
on the blue quilting, in the shape of smiles. Her gardening coat had been
battered by a million raindrops, scratched by a trillion thorns, kept her
company for decades in moments of solitary peace. She took it from the
hanger, slipped into its frayed lining, felt completely at home.
Then she found a scarf, tied it over the rail and noosed it round her
neck as she stood on the stool, the one Eric had placed there for her
convenience. When he found her, he would approve of the blue scarf - it
matched her coat.
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A Diamond for Valentine’s Day
For Lauren

‘B

ring me a present,’ said the princess, in reply to his proposal
of marriage, ‘and I will know what to answer you.’ Then she
was gone in a swirl of ambiguous rainbows.
His love was deep as caves and high as clouds so the dream-master
searched his night world for the right gift. He saw a multi-faceted
diamond that would sparkle like her beauty; a sensuous, full-bodied wine
that tasted of her lands from grape to oak-aged maturity; a poppy seed
containing all life’s potential and fragility. Nothing said it all.
The possibilities grew beyond remembering and he knew he would
lose her. He doubted himself. He doubted their relationship. If she was
unsure, was it not already decided otherwise? What did she want?
And so he broke the laws of magic to spy on her where she lay and to
raid her dreams. He was not in them, nor any man. She dreamed of what
she could be, of what she could do, of where she could go to be her best
self. He felt her fears and he understood.
On the due date, he stood before her, swathed in nebulae. ‘This is the
present,’ he told her, opening empty hands to free the invisible bird and
let her fly. ‘Always free,’ he promised her, a diamond glistening on his
cheek.
‘Yes,’ she replied and kissed the diamond, another kind of promise.
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Silk
You slipped me on you, easy
as a wedding ring along a finger’s length.
After, I felt naked, more teased
than clothed by my kimono,
my landscape rivulets
of floral silk. My mother said
real silk slips through a wedding ring
so fine it is. I shivered.
When you colour-washed my clothes
the painted roses blurred. My artist,
brush my silk again; my lover
brush my silk.
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Welcome Home
On tiptoe in blue ballet shoes
half holding
half holding back from
the breathing bundle on her mother’s lap.
‘This is your new sister,’
says her mother, queenly,
smocked in folds of fabric
stiff and floral in the sun.
‘Your new sister,’
smiles Auntie Jo
but the smile is for the baby.
Floral hedgeballs line the path
in shadows to the outside gate
unlatched so often now for visits.
The skipping rope still lies
forgotten, yesterday’s toy.
Her fingers interweave
a tiny fist; she wonders about
being a new sister.
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Trying It On
I used to sneak into my sister’s room
when she was out.
I pinched her lipstick, made my mirrored mouth
a cherry pout.
One time I found this bronzing tube and creamed
my spotty face.
By break I was a tan-streaked member
of the Asian race.
The Head was mad and wrote a letter home my Mam was tamping.
She banned me from the treasure drawers and
left me stamping.
She said, ‘No more of that, young brazen Miss!’
(like brass, it means).
Instead I tried on heaps of sister-clothes,
her tops and jeans.
When I am sixteen I will be a model
look so ultra-cool.
It’s not fair I can’t have stuff of my own
to make boys drool.
I peeked in when our Anne was kissing Dai
just for some tips.
She caught me, threw a shoe and said,
You’re pushing your luck, you are.’

*tamping - Welsh dialect word for ‘angry’
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Cefn Sidan
Where skylarks vie with seagulls,
melodies with croaks,
sand drifts across dry grass
and wooden footpaths trail
ghostly as if undersea
to march again up the Worm’s Head.
In clumps, the crowds define
their spaces on the beach with
strategic towels and picnic bags.
Carbon dioxide fizzes from a can
signed bright blue bright red Pepsi contents colourless.
I remember
dogs barking, fetching sea-spray
rubbing close then shaking off the mud,
to spot my clothes and skin
before the concrete toilets
designated this a blue-cross
no-dogs European tourist
canned beach.
*Cefn Sidan is a beach in South Wales with a view across to ‘the
Worm’s Head’of the Gower Peninsula. A ‘worm’ is an old English
name for a dragon.
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The Dog Who Cries Wolf

W

hat does Queen Victoria have in common with some angry
French farmers and a seventies cartoon character? And what
does this have to do with the ‘montagnes de Pyrenées’? It
might not be the shortest way to answer these questions but it’s
unquestionably one of the most impressive, to drive to the south-west of
France…
Whereas the Alps loom, individually superb as you cross the
mountain-scape, the Pyrenees stretch alongside the route east-west, in
their endless borderline, deceptively approachable, impossible to police.
Border country; sheep country; wolf - and even bear - country. You catch
a whiff of guerilla languages in the place-names, that ripple and hiss,
with strange double vowels and text kisses, like Cosledaa or Baudreix.
In the heart of the rich farmland of the Midi-Pyrenées, near the village
of Moumoulous, you will find someone extraordinary. Her unassuming
manner might fool you but she is unmistakably proud of her
‘montagnes’. She will tell you their names, their ancestry back nine
generations and when she shows you some of the most beautiful
‘montagnes’ in the whole of France, you won’t be looking south at the
grandeur of the peaks but into a nursery rhyme farmyard, complete with
free-range chickens, a lame sheep and white dogs the size of bears. For
these are the ‘montagnes de Pyrenées’, the French name for ‘Pyrenean
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